X-variate 1: 34% expl. var
X-variate 2: 44% expl. var

Legend:
- ▲ norm
- ▼ obese
- + overweight
- ○ underweight
Outcome

- norm vs Other(s): 0.7132
- obese vs Other(s): 0.7424
- overweight vs Other(s): 0.6389
- underweight vs Other(s): 0.6622
X-variate 1: 20% expl. var

X-variate 2: 19% expl. var

Legend
- △ norm
- ✗ obese
- + overweight
- ○ underweight
X-variate 1: 39% expl. var
X-variate 2: 35% expl. var

Legend
- ▲ norm
- ▼ obese
- + overweight
- ○ underweight
Outcome

- norm vs Other(s): 0.697
- obese vs Other(s): 0.7231
- overweight vs Other(s): 0.6908
- underweight vs Other(s): 0.7366
X-variate 1: 49% expl. var

X-variate 2: 35% expl. var

Legend
- △ norm
- ✗ obese
- + overweight
- ● underweight
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